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P H Y S I C S

Unraveling quantum coherences mediating primary 
charge transfer processes in photosystem II 
reaction center
Ajay Jha1,2,3,4†, Pan- Pan Zhang1†, Vandana Tiwari2,5†, Lipeng Chen6, Michael Thorwart7,8*,  
R. J. Dwayne Miller9*, Hong- Guang Duan1,2,7,8*

Photosystem II (PSII) reaction center (RC) is a unique complex that is capable of efficiently separating electronic 
charges across the membrane. The primary energy-  and charge- transfer (CT) processes occur on comparable ul-
trafast timescales, which makes it extremely challenging to understand the fundamental mechanism responsible 
for the near- unity quantum efficiency of the transfer. Here, we elucidate the role of quantum coherences in the 
ultrafast energy and CT in the PSII RC by performing two- dimensional (2D) electronic spectroscopy at the cryo-
genic temperature of 20 kelvin, which captures the distinct underlying quantum coherences. Specifically, we un-
cover the electronic and vibrational coherences along with their lifetimes during the primary ultrafast processes 
of energy and CT. We construct an excitonic model that provides evidence for coherent energy and CT at low 
temperature in the 2D electronic spectra. The principles could provide valuable guidelines for creating artificial 
photosystems with exploitation of system- bath coupling and control of coherences to optimize the photon con-
version efficiency to specific functions.

INTRODUCTION
The transfer of electrons in the photosystem II (PSII) reaction cen-
ter (RC) is one of the key mechanisms of converting sunlight en-
ergy into chemical energy within a cascade of photosynthetic 
reactions. The protein structure of the PSII RC has been well re-
solved by x- ray crystallography (1–3). It contains eight cofactors 
symmetrically located along the protein central axis. Its protein 
structure is shown in Fig. 1A, which includes two primary chloro-
phylls PD1 and PD2, two accessory chlorophylls ChlD1 and ChlD2, 
two pheophytins PheoD1 and PheoD2, and two peripheral chloro-
phylls ChlzD1 and ChlzD2. Recent studies have shown that only the 
D1 branch is active in the charge separations in the RC (4). In 2005, 
Novoderezhkin et al. (5) developed an exciton model and refined 
parameters by a simultaneous fit to the absorption, emission, linear 
dichroism, and circular dichroism spectra. The model and the fea-
tures of the charge- transfer (CT) states have been further improved 
by fitting the model to the additional steady- state fluorescence and 
Stark spectra (6). Then, photo- echo and transient absorption spec-
troscopies were performed to measure the primary processes of 
CT in the PSII RC (7). It has been suggested that the primary 
CT (ChlD1

PheoD1
)∗ → Chl

+
D1
Pheo−

D1
 occurs on the timescale of 

1.5 ps, while the secondary CT process ( Chl+
D1
Pheo−

D1
→ P+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 ) 

occurs within 25 ps. Because of a relatively slow reaction process of 
the secondary CT, the PSII RC was further investigated by tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy with an extension of the detection 
window up to 3 ns (8, 9). The measured data were examined by 
global and target analyses and show four CT states participating in 
two CT processes within the timescales ranging from hundreds of 
femtoseconds to nanoseconds.

The recently developed two- dimensional (2D) electronic spectros-
copy is one of the powerful tools to study the ultrafast energy and CT 
in photosynthetic protein complexes (10–16). In the 2D spectrum, the 
unique separation of excitation and detection windows allows us to 
resolve the homogeneous signals from the ensemble- averaged nonlin-
ear optical responses. Moreover, this separation enables us to directly 
monitor the energy and the CT and the associated coherent dynamics 
as a function of absorption and emission wavelengths (17, 18). These 
features have been assumed to be particularly useful in examining 
rather complex systems with congested manifolds of electronic states 
coupled to the vibrational modes (19–25). However, the absorption 
spectrum of the PSII RC manifests that the optical transitions of the 
eight cofactors mainly fall within a range of 40 nm in the visible, i.e., 
from 640 to 680 nm. It is this particular feature that makes it extreme-
ly challenging to effectively resolve all components by any spectro-
scopic approach and to interpret the congested line shapes. The first 
2D spectroscopic study of the PSII RC has been performed by Myers 
et al. (26) at 77 K. They uncovered several timescales of the relevant 
energy and CT processes on the basis of fitting of each individual trace 
in the 2D spectra along the waiting time. A corresponding model 
based on observed parameters has been constructed in (27) and fur-
ther refined by a tight- binding model with five particular CT states 
(28). Because of the lack of a direct transition dipole moment for CT 
states, it has been shown that the spectroscopic signature of CT dy-
namics is challenging to observe even within 2D electronic spectra. 
Moreover, Romero et al. (29) and Fuller et al. (30) independently ex-
amined the role of electronic and vibrational coherences by 2D elec-
tronic spectroscopy at 77 K. Both studies suggested that the CT 
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dynamics in the PSII RC is supported by vibronic coherence, espe-
cially when the frequencies of the oscillations are resonant with the 
excitonic energy gap. However, because of the spectroscopic conges-
tion, the featureless 2D spectra failed to resolve the excitonic energies 
and the cross peaks at 77 K, which resulted in a disagreement for the 
excitonic energies reported in both works with respect to modeling of 
the PSII RC. Although the CT dynamics in the PSII RC have been 
further studied by multicolor 2D electronic spectroscopy and the 2D 
electronic- vibrational spectroscopy (31, 32), obviously, it is still elusive 
to obtain even conclusive excitonic energies for the PSII RC, let alone 
the assignment of a spectroscopic basis of the electronic quantum co-
herence for a particular site of a cofactor.

Here, we study the coherent dynamics of the energy and CT 
processes in the PSII RC by 2D electronic spectroscopy. We aim to 
capture solid evidence of the electronic and vibrational quantum co-
herences by performing the spectroscopic measurement at a low tem-
perature, namely, 20 K. At this temperature, we are able to clearly 

resolve the lifetime of the electronic coherence and the cross peaks in 
the 2D electronic spectra. The data analysis and the associated theo-
retical calculations enable us to identify the coherent components in 
the primary CT of ChlD1, PheoD1, PD2, and PD1. We show that the 
lifetime of the electronic coherence is 180 fs, which will persist at a 
rapidly decaying amplitude out to 600 fs, corresponding to the pri-
mary CT of (ChlD1PheoD1)∗ → Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 . Moreover, we unravel 

that the coherent CT in radical pairs (PD1 and PD2) occurs on the tim-
escale of 180 fs. We further construct an excitonic model and refine 
the parameters by simultaneously fitting them to the experimental 
spectra. The system- bath interaction and the reorganization energy of 
the PSII RC are further revealed by comparing to the anti- diagonal 
profile of the 2D spectrum at zero waiting time. By this information, 
our model is capable of capturing the correct lifetime of the electronic 
coherence in the primary processes of the CT. We further uncover 
that the strong excitonic coupling between PD1 and PD2 results in a 
robust coherent dynamics even at room temperature. In contrast, the 

Fig. 1. Absorption and 2D electronic spectra of PSII reaction center (RC) at different waiting times. (A) Structural arrangements [based on protein structure docu-
ment 3ARc.pdb (1)] of the pigments in the PSii Rc protein complex. (B) Measured absorption (red line) and calculated spectra (blue dashed line) of the PSii Rc at 80 K and 
the overlap of the laser spectrum used in this measurement. the excitonic states are labeled by bars with magenta (relate to chlorophylls) and black lines (relate to ct 
states). the real part (total) of the 2d electronic spectra of the Rc complex measured at 20 K for selected waiting times 30, 90, 210, 510, 1005, and 1800 fs are shown from 
(C) to (H), respectively. the red (positive) peaks in the 2d spectra denote the ground- state bleach GSB signal and stimulated emission Se, the blue (negative) magnitude 
indicates the contribution of excited state absorption eSA.
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electronic coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1 only survives at 
20 K. With the combination of experimental and theoretical effects, 
we clarify the role of electronic coherence in the ultrafast processes of 
the CT in the PSII RC. Because of the rather large magnitude of the 
reorganization energies of the CT states, we do not observe any func-
tional role of the quantum coherence in the processes of the primary 
CT even at 20 K. This low- temperature measurement provides a solid 
basis to examine the quantum effects in the energy and CT dynamics 
in natural photosynthetic protein complexes. The principles uncov-
ered in this work could help in the rational design of artificial photo-
voltaic devices by providing the optimal system- bath coupling 
parameters for directing photochemical processes and any gains pos-
sible through conserved quantum coherences.

RESULTS
The solution of the PSII RC is prepared in a homebuilt sample cell 
and mounted in the Oxford Instrument cryostat. More details of the 
sample preparation are given in Materials and Methods. Figure 1A 
presents the structural arrangement of the eight chlorophylls in the 
protein matrix (the protein data have been obtained from 2AXT.
pdb). The measured absorption spectrum of the PSII RC at 80 K is 
shown in Fig. 1B, together with the laser spectrum in this measure-
ment. We selectively shifted our laser spectrum to the red side of the 
absorption spectrum of the RC to avoid the excitation of high- 
frequency vibrations during the measurements.

2D electronic spectroscopy
We measured the 2D electronic spectra of the PSII RC at 20 K. The 
details of 2D spectrometer are described in Materials and Methods. 
The real part of the 2D electronic spectra is shown in Fig. 1 (C to H) 
for selected waiting times at 30, 90, 210, 510, 1005, and 1800 fs. In 
Fig. 1C, the positive and negative amplitude of the 2D spectra are 
plotted as red and blue peaks. They indicate the ground- state bleach, 
stimulated emission, and excited state absorption (ESA), respec-
tively. We first show the measured 2D electronic spectrum for the 
waiting time T = 30 fs. We observe that the optical transitions of the 
PSII RC are mainly located in a range from 14,500 to 15,000 cm−1. 
Moreover, we observe a marked stretch of the main peak along the 
diagonal, which is indicative of strong inhomogeneous broadening 
of the cofactors in the RC. In addition, one cross peak with negative 
amplitude is present in the upper left region of the 2D spectrum. At 
T = 90 fs, the 2D spectrum does not change significantly, except that 
the elongation of the main peak is slightly reduced. This elongation 
is further reduced for T  =  210 and 510 fs. Meanwhile, the anti- 
diagonal bandwidth of the main peak increases with the waiting 
time and even so for the waiting times T = 1005 and 1800 fs. We 
observe cross peaks at (ωτ, ωt) = (15,000, 14,700) cm−1. They mani-
fest the down- hill energy and CT. Moreover, the cross peak of the 
ESA (blue peak) reduces its magnitude for increasing waiting times. 
It has been demonstrated that the time constant of the electronic 
dephasing of the coherence between the ground and excited states 
can be directly measured by the anti- diagonal bandwidth in the 2D 
spectrum (13). By this, we retrieve the anti- diagonal profile of the 
main peak from the rephasing part of the 2D spectrum at (ωτ, 
ωt) = (14,700, 14,700) cm−1. On the basis of the fit of a Lorentizan 
lineshape function, we determine the time constant of the electron-
ic dephasing to be 165 fs at 20 K. Further details are described in the 
Supplementary Materials.

Primary CT and electronic quantum coherence
To study the coherent dynamics in the 2D spectra, we next construct 
a 3D dataset by resorting the time series of the 2D electronic spectra 
with evolving waiting time. We subsequently perform global fitting 
(33) to retrieve the decay- associated spectrum (DAS) with the sepa-
rated time components. This is given by S(ωτ, T, ωt) = ∑i Ai(ωτ, ωt) 
exp (−T/τi), where Ai(ωτ, ωt) is the DAS with the decay times τi. By 
this, we obtain six 2D DASs with the lifetime components of 27 fs, 
700 fs, 4.9 ps, 27 ps, 104 ps, and infinity, respectively. The obtained 
2D DAS with the lifetime of 700 fs is shown in Fig. 2A. It is superim-
posed with the contours of the 2D electronic spectrum (T = 510 fs). 
The remaining components of the 2D DAS are shown in the Supple-
mentary Text.

The fastest component of 27 fs manifests the peak broadening 
and the pulse- overlap effect in the 2D spectra at initial waiting time. 
The second component of 700 fs shows an interesting feature of di-
agonal and off- diagonal peaks, as shown in Fig. 2A. In the DAS, we 
observe the diagonal peak with a positive magnitude from 14,700 to 
15,000 cm−1, which reveals the population decay at this wavelength. 
On the other hand, we observe a clear diagonal peak (negative) cen-
tered at 14,600 cm−1 in the DAS. It indicates the population increase 
in the 2D electronic spectra evolving with the waiting time. More-
over, the cross peak at (ωτ, ωt)  =  (14,800, 14,600) cm−1 shows a 
negative amplitude. This signature has been considered as solid evi-
dence of the down- hill population transfer from the positive diago-
nal to the negative diagonal peaks (34, 35). The associated lifetime of 
700 fs of this DAS component is comparable to the timescale of co-
herent CT in the PSII RC. In addition, we also retrieve the 2D DAS 
with timescales of the 4.9- ps, 104- ps, and infinity components. We 
expect that these components strongly relate to the secondary CT in 
the PSII RC. The detailed discussion of the 2D DAS and the data 
analysis are shown in the Supplementary Text. Here, we mainly fo-
cus on the CT in the decay window of 700 fs, which shows the tim-
escale comparable to the coherent dynamics at 20 K.

For this, we study the coherent dynamics in the rephasing part of 
the 2D electronic spectra. We show the real part of the rephasing 2D 
electronic spectra at T = 30, 210, and 510 fs in Fig. 2 (B, C, and D), 
respectively. To examine the primary CT, we construct an excitonic 
model and refine our parameters by a careful fit to the experimental 
absorption and 2D spectra. The detailed description of the theoreti-
cal modeling and the parameters are shown in the next section. In 
our previous work, we have demonstrated the signature of the pri-
mary CT in the 2D DAS (35). We unraveled two primary CT 
pathways

To examine the first primary CT, we resolve the cross peak at (ωτ, 
ωt)  =  (14,812, 14,690) cm−1, which has been marked as “X” in 
Fig. 2B. On the basis of our model, we identify that the excitonic 
states at 14,812 and 14,690 cm−1 are associated to the pigments 
ChlD1 and PheoD1. The details of the refined system Hamiltonian 
and the basis transformation from site to excitons are described in 
the Supplementary Text. Thus, we expect that the associated coher-
ent dynamics of both pigments are recorded in the frequency coor-
dinates (ωτ, ωt) = (14,812, 14,690) cm−1 in the 2D electronic spectra. 
Moreover, we resolve the cross peak (marked as “Y” in Fig. 2C) at 

(ChlD1PheoD1)
∗
→ Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1 (1)

(PD1PD2)
∗
→ P+

D2
P−
D1 (2)
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(ωτ, ωt)  =  (14,690, 14,350) cm−1. It corresponds to the excitonic 
state (ChlD1PheoD1)∗ and the CT state ( Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
).

To study the other pathway of the CT process, we identify the 
cross peak at (ωτ, ωt) = (14,874, 14,526) cm−1, which is marked as 
“Z” in Fig. 2D. From the basis transformation, we find that this cross 
peak is associated to the excitonic states (PD1PD2)

∗ and ( P+
D2
P−
D1

 ). To 
examine the coherent dynamics of these identified peaks, we extract 
the time traces of the cross peaks and show them in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3A, 
the raw data of the trace are depicted as a red solid line. To reduce the 
noise level, we average a square of 25 pixels (5 × 5) and plot the aver-
aged values. We also perform the Tukey window Fourier transform 
to remove the high- frequency jitters during the measuring process. 
The detailed description of the data treatment by the Tukey window 
Fourier transform is given in the Supplementary Text. We further 
subtract the kinetics by a fit with exponential functions (the global 

fitting approach is reviewed in the Supplementary Text), which is 
plotted as black dashed line in Fig. 3A. We then depict the obtained 
residuals as a blue solid line with a threefold magnification to ob-
serve the clear oscillatory dynamics. The Fourier transforms of the 
residuals are shown in Fig. 3B. They show three well- resolved peaks 
at the frequencies of 122, 250, and 345 cm−1, respectively.

We then extract the time- evolved trace of the marked peak Y and 
plot it as the red solid line in Fig. 3C. The kinetics are fitted by expo-
nential functions and the residuals are obtained as the blue solid 
line. The results of the Fourier transform of the residuals are plotted 
in Fig. 3D. They yield four frequencies of 64, 262, 336, and 421 cm−1, 
respectively. Moreover, we repeat the same procedure and plot the 
raw data of the trace and the residuals in Fig. 3E. The subsequent 
results of the Fourier transforms are shown in Fig. 3F. They show the 
modes with the frequencies of 112, 248, and 356 cm−1. These resolved 

Fig. 2. DAS with lifetime of 700 fs and the rephasing part of 2D electronic spectra with selected waiting times. (A) 2ddAS with the decay time constant of 700 fs. 
this component reveals the ultrafast energy-  and ct dynamics associated with the electronic quantum coherence. (B) Real part of the rephasing component of the 2d 
electronic spectrum at T = 30 fs. the selected cross peak is marked by X with (ωτ, ωt) = (14,812, 14,690) cm−1. the rephasing part of the 2d spectra of 210 and 510 fs are 
presented in (C) and (D), respectively. the marked cross peak Y shows the coordinate (ωτ, ωt) = (14,690, 14,350) cm−1. in addition, the marked cross peak Z is located at 
(ωτ, ωt) = (14,874, 14,526) cm−1.
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modes coincide with those of the experimental observations in (29, 
30), and they also agree with previous low- temperature fluorescence 
line narrowing measurements (36).

We then proceed to disentangle the coherent dynamics and the 
associated lifetimes of each component. For this, we perform the data 
analysis of the residuals by fitting exponentially decaying harmonic 

functions to extract the oscillation frequencies and the lifetime of the 
coherences. The detailed fitting functions and procedures are shown 
in the Supplementary Text. We first show the residuals of the cross 
peak X in Fig. 4A as the blue square dots. We start our fitting procedure 
with the resolved oscillatory frequencies: 122, 250, and 345 cm−1. We 
then assign the initial values of the lifetime to be 300 fs with the 

Fig. 3. Time- resolved traces, residuals, and the resolved peaks by Fourier transform. (A) trace of the cross peak X (red solid line). the global fitting curve (black 
dashed line) and residuals (blue solid line) are plotted in (A) as well. the residuals are magnified three times to reveal the oscillatory dynamics. the Fourier transform of the 
residuals are shown in (B) accordingly, with the resolved oscillation frequencies 122, 250, and 345 cm−1, respectively. the traces of the selected cross peaks of Y and Z are 
shown in (C and E). the subsequent fitting results and residuals are plotted as black dashed lines and blue solid lines, respectively. the results of the Fourier transform are 
shown in (D and F) with the corresponding oscillation frequencies.
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Fig. 4. Resolved electronic and vibrational coherences after fitting procedure. (A) time trace of the cross peak X (blue square dots). the fitting results are shown as 
the red solid line with 95% of confidence (green area). the resolved oscillatory dynamics are shown at the frequencies 122, 250, and 345 cm−1, together with their lifetimes 
of 180, 527, and 829 fs, respectively. (B) trace of the cross peak Y (blue square dots). the fitting curve is plotted as the red solid line with 95% of confidence. the resolved 
oscillations occur with frequencies 64, 262, 340, and 422 cm−1. their lifetimes are 367, 405, 400, and 300 fs, respectively. (C) trace of the cross peak Z (blue square dots) and 
the fitting curve are shown as the red solid line. the identified oscillations have the frequencies 110, 250, and 352 cm−1, and their lifetimes are extracted to be 178, 460, 
and 280 fs, respectively.
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guessed range from 0 to infinity. All the fitting procedures were per-
formed using the Curve fitting Toolbox [Matlab2021(b)]. We finalize 
the fitting results with the R2 > 0.97. They are shown as the red solid 
line in Fig. 4A. The green shadow indicates the boundary of the con-
fidence interval of 95%. By this, we are able to separate the electronic 
coherence from vibrational coherence. The coordinates of cross peak 
X (ωτ, ωt) = (14,812, 14,690) cm−1 reveal the energy gap of 122 cm−1 
in the 2D electronic spectra. The matching of the resolved frequency 
of this mode and the energy gap manifests that the oscillatory dy-
namics of 122 cm−1 corresponds to the electronic quantum coherence. 
Moreover, theoretical calculations and the representation transfor-
mation from the site to the exciton basis reveal that the cross peak X 
mainly originates from the transition between ChlD1 and PheoD1. 
Thus, this oscillatory component of 122 cm−1 (magenta solid line in 
Fig. 4A) reveals the electronic coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1. 
It shows the lifetime of 180 fs, which perfectly agrees with the life-
time retrieved from the theoretical modeling and the calculations 
discussed in the next section. In addition, we also resolve the vibra-
tional coherence of frequencies 250 and 345 cm−1 (black and green 
dashed lines in Fig. 4A). They have the lifetimes of 527 and 829 fs, 
respectively. We note that the 2D beating maps in fig.  S4 (see the 
Supplementary Text) show a beating frequency at 117 cm−1, which is 
close to the frequency of 122 cm−1 revealed in this section. The fre-
quency overlap between these two modes may result in an uncer-
tainty about the electronic coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1.

We repeat the same procedure to treat the data and analyze the 
coherent dynamics of the cross peaks Y and Z. The residuals of peak 
Y are plotted as the blue squares in Fig. 4B. The fitting procedure is 
performed, and the fitting quality is illustrated by the red solid line 
with 95% of confidence interval (green shadow). The resolved oscilla-
tions are plotted as dashed and solid lines, respectively. We notice that 
the energy gap of the cross peak Y [(ωτ, ωt) = (14,690, 14,350) cm−1] 
is 340 cm−1, and it coincides with the mode of 340 cm−1 (red solid 
line) in Fig. 4B. The representation transformation between sites and 
excitons reveals that the cross peak Y mainly originates from the ex-
citon state (ChlD1PheoD1)∗ and the CT state ( Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 ). However, 

our theoretical calculations show that the electronic coherence of the 
CT states is absent due to the strong dissipation induced by the per-
manent dipole moment of the CT states. The detailed calculations are 
presented in the next section. In addition, the mode of 340 cm−1 also 
agrees with the resolved frequency of the vibrational mode found by 
other groups (29, 30, 36). Thus, we infer that the resolved 340 cm−1 
is of vibrational origin and that the data analysis yields a lifetime of 
400 fs. Moreover, the other frequencies are resolved at 64, 262, and 
422 cm−1 in Fig. 4B, respectively.

The residuals of the cross peak Z are shown as the blue squares in 
Fig. 4C. The fitting procedure is performed and the quality of the fit 
is indicated by the red solid line with 95% of confidence interval, 
together with the green shadow. We are able to discern the fre-
quencies of the modes at 110, 250, and 352 cm−1, respectively. The 
energy gap of the cross peak Z [(ωτ, ωt) = (14,874, 14,526) cm−1] is 
348 cm−1, which is close to the resolved frequency of 352 cm−1. On 
the basis of our calculations, we conclude that the cross peak Z 
mainly originates from the excitonic state (PD1PD2)

∗ and P+
D2
P−
D1

 . 
Moreover, our calculations show that the electronic coherence of the 
CT state P+

D2
P−
D1

 is quite short- lived, which is due to the strong 
system- bath interaction of the CT state. On the basis of this, we as-
sign the resolved mode of 352 cm−1 (red solid line in Fig. 4C) to the 
vibrational or, more precisely, to the vibronic quantum coherence 

(see the 2D vibrational spectra of ωT = 351 cm−1 in the Supplemen-
tary Text). This mode also agrees with the modes identified in (36). 
In addition, on the basis of the fitting procedure, we also identify the 
other vibrational coherence with frequencies of 110 and 250 cm−1 
(blue and yellow dashed lines). They have the lifetimes of 178 and 
460 fs, respectively.

We have studied the coherent dynamics of particular frequency 
coordinates in the 2D electronic spectra. We next examine the co-
herent dynamics in the whole frequency map (37, 38). For this, we 
consider the 3D residuals within the global fitting procedure and 
perform the Fourier transform along the waiting time T to extract 
the oscillatory dynamics along ωT. By this, we obtain the 2D vibra-
tional maps S(ωτ, ωT, ωt) with the resolved frequencies ωT. They are 
shown in the Supplementary Text. We identify five components 
with the frequencies of 98, 117, 253, 351, and 741 cm−1. All agree 
with the previous measurements of other groups (29, 30, 36). To 
clarify the origin of the vibrations, the 2D vibrational maps are plotted 
together with the contours of the 2D electronic spectrum. The cross 
peaks presented in the 2D vibrational maps show clear evidence of 
the vibrational progression (24). The latter is marked as the blue 
dashed lines with the frequency gap of ωT. More details of 2D vibra-
tional spectra are presented in the Supplementary Text.

Theoretical calculations
We construct a tight- binding model to study the coherent dynamics 
of the PSII RC. The electronic transitions in the pigments are ap-
proximated by optical transitions between the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO). In addition, the electronic couplings between pigments 
are calculated within the dipole approximation. To take quantum 
dissipation into account, we assume that each pigment is linearly 
coupled to its own thermal reservoir. We use a standard Ohmic spec-
tral density to examine the role of the electronic, vibrational, and 
vibronic quantum coherences and their interplay. The 2D electronic 
spectra of the PSII RC are calculated using response function theory. 
The time propagation is calculated by the modified Redfield quan-
tum master equation (39–41). More details are given in Materials 
and Methods and the Supplementary Text. We use the values of the 
site energies and electronic couplings of the pigments initially from 
previous works (9, 28) and optimized then the site energies by simul-
taneously fitting to the measured absorption spectra at different tem-
peratures. After that, we calculate the 2D electronic spectra and 
refine the system- bath coupling strengths by comparing the calcu-
lated electronic dephasing lifetimes to the measured ones at different 
temperatures. By this, we obtain the optimized set of parameters for 
the system- bath model.

We present the calculated 2D electronic spectra (rephasing real 
part) of the PSII RC at the temperature of 20 K in Fig. 5 (A to C). The 
experimental counterparts are shown in Fig. 5 (D to F), respectively. 
On the basis of our modeling and our refined fitting of the parame-
ters, we observe that the calculated 2D spectra at different waiting 
times are in excellent agreement with the measured 2D spectra. In 
particular, the bandwidth of the anti- diagonal profile agrees well 
with the measured data. This degree of agreement clearly illustrates 
that the parameters of the system- bath interaction in our model 
capture the decay time of the electronic dephasing between ground 
and excited states in the RC. The major discrepancy between theory 
and experiment arises from the ESA features in the upper left side of 
the 2D electronic spectra. More complicated ESA transitions are 
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Fig. 5. The calculated 2D electronic spectra of PSII reaction center and the resolved traces of coherence. the calculated 2d electronic spectra (real rephasing part) 
at waiting times of 30, 210, and 510 fs in (A), (B), and (C), respectively. the experimental counterparts are shown from (D to F). (G) depicts the calculated population dy-
namics of ChlD1 and PheoD1 with the ct state Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 . the residuals and their Fourier transform are plotted in (H and I). the calculated population dynamics of the 

radical pair, Pd1 and Pd2, are shown in (J) with the ct state P+
D2
P
−
D1

 . the fitted results and residuals are shown in (K). the Fourier transform of residuals are depicted in (L).
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involved, which are not included in the modeling and the calcula-
tions of the 2D spectra. It could be more precisely captured by the 
methods based on quantum chemistry calculations (42). However, 
the current exciton model of the PSII RC captures the main features 
in the 2D electronic spectra. Thus, our model and the refined pa-
rameters are sufficient to compare to the experimental results.

The modified Redfield theory used here is based on the second- 
order approximation of the system- bath interaction and cannot pro-
vide numerically exact results for the calculation of the electronic 
quantum coherence. Thus, we also use the quasi- adiabatic propaga-
tor path integral (QUAPI) method (43–45) to examine the quantum 
coherent dynamics. We start from our model and its optimized pa-
rameters obtained from 2D spectroscopic calculations. We then con-
struct a dimer model for the study of the energy and CT dynamics. 
For this, we build the first dimer model of the pigments ChlD1 and 
PheoD1. In addition, a CT state Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 is included in the mod-

eling. The detailed Hamiltonian and parameters are shown in the 
Supplementary Text. We show the calculated results in Fig. 5G. The 
population dynamics of the ChlD1 and PheoD1 states are plotted as 
the blue and orange solid lines. The primary CT is presented as red 
solid line in Fig. 5G.

Moreover, we performed an exponential fit to get the residuals. 
The fitting curve is shown as black dashed line. The subsequent re-
siduals are plotted as the blue line in Fig. 5H. The lifetime of the oscil-
lations is obtained by fitting to the exponentially decaying harmonic 
functions. The results yield the decay time of the coherence of 177 ± 
22 fs, which perfectly agrees with the lifetime revealed in the experi-
ment (180 fs). The detailed fitting and calculation procedures are 
shown in the Supplementary Text. To obtain the oscillation frequen-
cy, we further performed a Fourier transform of the residuals and 
plot the result in Fig. 5I. It yields the frequency of 124 cm−1, which 
perfectly agrees with the energy gap found in our 2D spectroscopic 
data (experimental results, magenta line in Fig. 4A). This calculation 
shows that the electronic coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1 has 
the frequency of 124 cm−1 and the decay time of 177 fs at 20 K. We 
do not observe any evidence of electronic coherence in the CT state 
Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 , which is plotted as the red solid line in Fig. 5G. The 

absence of electronic coherence in the state Chl+
D1
Pheo−

D1
 is due to the 

large intrinsic dipole moment of the CT state, which yields to a strong 
system- bath interaction (large reorganization energy, >1000 cm−1). 
Thus, we conclude that the observed long- lived oscillatory dynamics 
in the 2D spectra (340 cm−1, red solid line in Fig. 4B) purely origi-
nates from vibrational coherence (which is commonly long- lived).

Next, we study the coherent dynamics of the radical pair PD1 and 
PD2. For this, we construct a dimer model with a CT state P+

D2
P−
D1

 . 
The model and parameters are presented in the Supplementary Text. 
We show the calculated population dynamics in Fig. 5J. The popula-
tion dynamics of PD1 and PD2 are plotted as the blue and orange 
solid lines. In addition, the population of the CT state is shown as a 
red solid line in Fig. 5J. We also apply the fitting procedure to obtain 
the residuals, the quality of the fit is illustrated by black dashed line. 
The residuals are plotted as the blue solid line in Fig. 5K, and the 
results after Fourier transformation are shown in Fig. 5L, respective-
ly. We then perform the fitting procedure to resolve the lifetime of 
the electronic coherence for which we obtain 180 ± 45 fs. The detailed 
fitting and the analysis are shown in the Supplementary Text. By this, 
we resolve the electronic coherence between the radical pair (PD1 
and PD2) with 325 cm−1 and the decay time of 180 fs at 20 K. Moreover, 
we do not observe any evidence of electronic coherence in the CT 

state P+
D2
P−
D1

 . Our calculated results agree well with our experimental 
observations for the radical pairs in the PSII RC. In particular, we 
conclude that the observed long- lived coherence observed in the 
measured data originate from vibrations shown in Fig. 4C (the red 
solid line).

We further examine the robustness of the electronic quantum 
coherence against temperature. For this, we calculate the population 
dynamics of the dimer model for varying temperature, while the 
other parameters are kept constant. The results are shown in fig. S12 
for the dynamics of ChlD1 and PheoD1, which is calculated at 80 K. It 
is interesting that we do not observe any evidence for oscillatory 
dynamics in the population transfer between ChlD1 and PheoD1. In 
addition, the population dynamics of the CT state Chl+

D1
Pheo−

D1
 is 

plotted as black dashed line in fig. S12. It neither shows evidence of 
electronic coherence. Moreover, we further calculate the population 
dynamics at room temperature (300 K), with the results being 
shown in fig. S11. We observe no signature of coherent dynamics in 
the calculated results.

However, the results for the radical pair, PD1 and PD2, show a 
completely different picture. We repeat the same procedure for the 
calculations and vary the temperature of 80 and 300 K. The resulting 
data are plotted in figs. S13 and S15, respectively. At 80 K, the coherent 
dynamics between PD1 and PD2 lasts for 250 fs. However, the coherent 
oscillations are absent in P+

D2
P−
D1

 due to the strong system- bath 
interaction of the CT state. We further increase the temperature to 
300 K and calculate the population dynamics. The resulting data are 
plotted in fig. S15. We observe that the coherent oscillations of the 
population dynamics in PD1 and PD2 are still present, even at room 
temperature. The electronic quantum coherence clearly persists for 
120 fs; however, the oscillatory amplitudes are markedly reduced at 
room temperature. In addition, the calculated results for the CT 
state ( P+

D2
P−
D1

 ) do not reveal any coherence during the population 
transfer.

DISCUSSION
On the basis of the theoretical calculations, we uncover the lifetime 
of the coherent dynamics in the dimer systems of (ChlD1, PheoD1) 
and (PD1, PD2). By varying temperature, we observe that the elec-
tronic quantum coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1 is fragile with 
respect to thermal fluctuations. The coherent dynamics is completely 
suppressed at 80 K. In contrast, coherent dynamics between PD1 and 
PD2 is found to be rather robust. It shows a weak oscillatory dynamics 
and lasts for 120 fs even at room temperature. The difference of both 
configurations is the excitonic coupling. In our model, there is a cou-
pling of 46 cm−1 between ChlD1 and PheoD1, which is in a range of 
intermediate coupling strength in a protein complex. In contrast, the 
excitonic coupling of PD1 and PD2 is 150 cm−1, which is definitely in 
the range of strong coupling. Such a rather large value of an excitonic 
coupling is unique for a RC protein complex. It is due to the short 
distance of 3 Å between the two pigments. This short distance results 
in a strong overlap of electronic orbitals between the two molecules. 
This could be an effective approach to overcome the dissipation- 
induced dephasing of quantum coherence at room temperature.

This conclusion may be further supported by the transition 
between ChlD1 and PheoD1. The value of the excitonic coupling of 
46 cm−1 is a typical value for energy transfer in photosynthetic 
protein complex. With this relatively weak coupling strength, the 
electronic coherence is absent even at 80 K. However, the short 
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distance between PD1 and PD2 results in the CT process, which is 
not necessary similar for the other types (energy transfer) of pho-
tosynthetic protein complexes. Sometimes, CT is detrimental for 
them. We also unravel that, because of the strong system- bath 
interaction, the CT state lacks substantial electronic quantum co-
herence. Most likely, this is the reason for the negligible role of 
electronic coherence in the CT and charge separations in photo-
voltaics.

We further extend our model to study the role of vibrational co-
herence in the CT. For this, we supplement our dimer model by add-
ing an underdamped mode in the Ohmic spectral density. We kept 
all other remaining parameters unchanged. The detailed formula 
and parameters of the spectral density are presented in Materials 
and Methods and the Supplementary Text. We perform the calcula-
tion by QUAPI and plot the time- resolved population dynamics in 
the Supplementary Text. We depict the dynamics of ChlD1 and 
PheoD1 in fig. S16. The results show a long- lived electronic coher-
ence between ChlD1 and PheoD1 at 20 K. However, there is no evi-
dence of vibrational coherence during the population transfer. This, 
in principle, could be induced by the weak vibronic coupling and 
also by the off- resonance of the vibrational frequency (340 cm−1) 
and the excitonic energy gap (122 cm−1). Moreover, vibrational co-
herence is not present in the CT state. In fig. S17, we show the popu-
lation dynamics of PD1 and PD2 at 20 K. The long- lived oscillatory 
dynamics shows a mixture of electronic and vibrational coherences 
in the time- dependent population of PD1 and PD2. However, because 
of the strong system- bath interaction, the oscillation amplitudes in 
the population of P+

D2
P−
D1

 are quite weak. Moreover, the calculations 
are repeated by QUAPI at 80 and 300 K. We show the calculated 
results in figs. S18 to S21. We observe that, in the case of ChlD1 and 
PheoD1, the electronic coherence is still fragile with respect to tem-
perature. No solid evidence of electronic and vibrational coherence 
during the population transfer in ChlD1 and PheoD1 is found. In 
contrast, we do observe clear evidence of a mixing of electronic and 
vibrational coherences in the population dynamics of PD1 and PD2 at 
80 and 300 K. In addition, vibrational coherence is also present in 
the CT state P+

D2
P−
D1

 but with a quite weak magnitude.
On the basis of these calculations, we conclude that, although the 

system- bath interaction is sizable, the vibrational coherence could 
survive in the CT states yet with a relatively small magnitude. This 
perfectly agrees with our experimental observations in Fig. 4 (B and 
C). Furthermore, our 2D spectroscopic measurements and theoreti-
cal calculations unravel that the decay time of the electronic quan-
tum coherence is 177 fs during the primary CT (ChlD1 and PheoD1) 
at 20 K. In addition, our theoretical calculations uncover the lifetime 
of electronic quantum coherence between PD1 and PD2 to be 180 fs. 
Because of the more blue spectral region of the exciton states of PD1 
and PD2, our measurements cannot effectively reveal the electronic 
coherence between them due to the redshift of our excitation laser 
spectrum (details are given in Fig. 1B). Moreover, we also calculate 
the population dynamics of the PSII RC, with the results shown in 
figs. S22 and S23. The results for 80 and 300 K show clear evidence 
of electronic coherence of the states PD1 and PD2. Because of the 
much smaller thermal motions and resulting increased memory 
time at 20 K, the applicability of the numerically exact QUAPI tool 
is limited by computational resource in the case of the population 
dynamics of the PSII RC.

Last, we comment on the uniqueness of our exciton model and 
parameters. For this, we calculate the 2D electronic spectra on the 

basis of the reported model and parameters from (29, 30). We show 
the calculated 2D spectra in the Supplementary Text (section S16) 
and compare it to the results of our model. We observe that, because 
of the low- temperature measurement at 20 K, the excitonic states of 
the chlorophylls can be slightly better resolved and fit to the experi-
mental results. However, the correction of excitonic energies at lower 
temperatures has also been revealed in (30), which is in agreement 
to our results. The difference of the excitonic states in (29) may be 
due to the use of the Redfield equation, which is known to fail in the 
regime of strong system- bath coupling. In addition, the congestion 
of the absorption spectrum results in a less effective assignment of 
the excitonic states in the PSII RC even at 20 K. Because of the dark 
property of the CT states, 2D spectroscopic measurements fail to 
capture the precise spectral positions of the site energies of the CT 
states. Reducing of the measuring temperature does not help to re-
solve the excitonic energies of the CT states.

On the basis of the modified Redfield equation and the calcula-
tions carried out in this work, our model and parameters capture the 
main features of the 2D electronic spectra, the diagonal and anti- 
diagonal bandwidths and also the 2D profile. They provide us with 
the more accurate excitonic energies and the strength of the system- 
bath couplings. We reduce the complexity of the modeling and use 
the numerically exact method, QUAPI, to examine the coherent 
dynamics and the relevant functional role of the electronic coher-
ence by a dimer model with a particular CT state. The calculations 
show the lack of evidence of electronic coherence during the energy 
and CT processes. However, this conclusion is based on a simplified 
dimer model, and a careful study of coherent dynamics should be 
performed by a combination of the numerically exact methods with 
a complete model of PSII RC.

Here, we studied the coherent dynamics of the energy and CT in 
the PSII RC complex by 2D electronic spectroscopy. The spectro-
scopic measurements at low temperature, namely, 20 K, allow us to 
discern evidence of quantum coherence and to disentangle the elec-
tronic coherence from long- lived vibrational coherence. In the pri-
mary CT process, our measurements uncover a quantum coherent 
process with a timescale of 177 fs between ChlD1 and PheoD1. More-
over, the modeling and careful refinement of the parameters used to 
calculate the 2D electronic spectra enabled the capture of the main 
features of the experimental data. This analysis demonstrates the va-
lidity of the model and optimized parameters. We further use the 
numerically exact QUAPI method to calculate the quantum coherent 
dynamics of the energy and CT processes. The results reveal the elec-
tronic coherence between ChlD1 and PheoD1, and the so obtained 
lifetime agrees well with the experimental measurements (177 fs). 
We also uncover the electronic coherence between PD1 and PD2, with 
the lifetime of 180 fs at 20 K. The theoretical calculations and spec-
troscopic measurements unravel that the vibrational coherence could 
persist for a rather long time during the CT dynamics despite the 
strong dissipation the CT states are exposed to due to the protein 
environment. We also examine the robustness of electronic and vi-
brational coherences at different elevated temperatures. We uncover 
that, because of the closed configuration of pigments, the strong ex-
citonic interaction between PD1 and PD2 results in a strong electronic 
coherence, which even could survive at room temperature. However, 
the electronic coherence induced by an excitonic interaction in the 
region of intermediate coupling is fragile in view of the rather strong 
dissipation of the environment. On the basis of these observations, 
we conclude that the complete picture involves a dissipation- driven 
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CT in the PSII RC, which prevails over a coherence- driven transfer 
dynamics. The pathways of the population transfer are delineated by 
strong couplings between pigments and the protein environment 
and the downhill CT directed by dissipative coupling to the bath as 
encoded in the notable redshift of the site energies of the CT states. 
Because of these common features, we believe that this conclusion 
can be extended to other, more complicated photosynthetic protein 
complexes as a general principle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
Thylakoid membranes were isolated from Arabidopsis thaliana plants 
as described in (46) until the centrifugation step at 6000 g. Thylakoid 
membranes were solubilized with 0.6% dodecyl-  d- maltoside (DDM) 
at a final chlorophyll concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. The sucrose density 
ultracentrifugation was used to obtain PSII core particles as de-
scribed in (47–50). The purification of PSII RCs from PSII core par-
ticles proceeds as follows: The PSII core particles were diluted in 
BTS200 buffer [20 mM bis- tris (pH 6.5), 20 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 
10 mM MgSO4, 0.03% DDM, and 0.2 M sucrose] to a chlorophyll 
concentration of 0.15 mg/ml and solubilized with an equal volume of 
10% Triton X- 100 in BTS200 buffer for 20 min; then, the material 
was loaded on a HiTrap Q Sepharose HP 1- ml column (GE Health-
care) and washed with a BTS buffer until the eluate became colorless. 
Last, the PSII RC particles were eluted from the column with 75 mM 
MgSO4 in a BTS200 buffer. The absorption spectrum of PSII RC has 
been measured and compared to previous purifications to evaluate 
the sample preparation (51). The D1D2- cyt b559 PSII RC sample has 
been used for this study.

2D electronic measurements with experimental conditions
Details of the experimental setup have been described in earlier reports 
from our group (13). Briefly, the measurements have been performed 
on a diffractive optics based on an all- reflective 2D spectrometer 
with a phase stability of λ/160. The laser beam from a homebuilt 
nonlinear optical parametric amplifier (pumped by a commercial 
femtosecond Pharos laser from Light Conversion) is compressed to 
∼20 fs using the combination of a deformable mirror (OKO Technolo-
gies, 19 channels) and a prism pair (F2 material). Frequency- 
resolved optical grating (FROG) measurement is used to characterize 
the temporal profile of the compressed beam, and the obtained 
FROG traces are evaluated using a commercial program FROG3 
(Femtosecond Technologies). An obtained broadband spectrum 
carried a linewidth of ∼100 nm (full width at half maximum) cantered 
at 680 nm, which covered the electronic transitions to the first 
excited state. Three pulses are focused on the sample with the spot 
size of ∼200 μm, and the photon echo signal is generated at the phase- 
matching direction. The photon- echo signals are collected using 
Sciencetech spectrometer model 9055F that is coupled to a charge- 
coupled device linear array camera (Entwicklungsbüro Stresing). The 
2D spectra for each waiting time T were collected by scanning the 
delay time τ = t1 − t2 in the range of [−450 fs, 250 fs] with a delay 
step of 2 fs. At each delay step, 100 spectra were averaged to reduce 
the noise ratio. The waiting time T = t3 − t2 was linearly scanned in 
the range of 2.0 ps with steps of 15 fs. For the probing of the secondary 
charge separation, the detection window has been extended to 400 ps. 
For all measurements, the energy of the excitation pulse is attenu-
ated to 3 nJ with 1- kHz repetition rates. Phasing of the obtained 2D 

spectra was performed using an “invariant theorem,” which has been 
described in (52).

Theoretical calculations
A Frenkel exciton model is constructed to calculate the coherent en-
ergy and CT dynamics and the 2D electronic spectra of the PSII RC 
complex. The total Hamiltonian is constructed in the form of sys-
tem, bath and system- bath interaction terms, H = HS + HB + 
HSB. We use a tight- binding model for the CT in the RC. In terms of 
the creation (annihilation) operators ê†

m
 ( ̂em ) and ĥ

†

m
 ( ̂hm ) for an 

electron in the LUMO or a hole in the HOMO of the pigment m, the 
Hamiltonian reads

Here, te
mn

 and th
mn

 are the hopping matrix elements connecting the 
LUMO and HOMO of different pigments, respectively. Wd

mn
 de-

scribes the strength of the Coulomb interaction between the charges 
on the pigments m and n, and Veh

mn
 is the electron- hole interaction 

between the charges on the pigments m and n. Likewise, Ve
mn

 and 
Vh
mn

 are the electron- electron and hole- hole Coulomb repulsion, re-
spectively. The last term Kkl,mn represents the interaction energy of 
the permanent dipole moments of the two doubly excited states.

The single- excitation manifold consists of single electron- hole 
pair states, denoted by ∣ekhl⟩ = ê†

k
ĥ
†

l
∣ g ⟩ . The Hamiltonian matrix 

elements for these states are

In the double- excitation manifold, there are two electrons and two 
holes in the state ∣ekelhmhn⟩ = ê†

k
ê
†

l
ĥ
†

m
ĥ
†

n
∣ g⟩ with k > l and m > n. 

Three kinds of doubly excited states can be constructed: the FE- FE 
(Frenkel exciton) state m*n*, the FE- CT states m*n+k−, and the CT- CT 
states m+n−k+l−.

The bath Hamiltonian can be written as HB =
∑

j

ωj

2
(p̂

2

j
+ x̂

2

j
) , where 

p̂j and ̂xj are the momentum and position of the jth harmonic bath mode. 
Moreover, they are linearly coupled to the electron and hole orbitals by the 
system- bath term, HSB=−

∑
m

∑
j[ωjd

e
mj
x̂j ê

†

m
êm+ωjd

h
mj
x̂jĥ

†

m
ĥm] . The 

coupling strengths of system and bath are determined by the parameters 
of F̂

e

m
= −

∑
j ωjd

e
mj
x̂j and F̂

h

m
= −

∑
j ωjd

h
mj
x̂j . The distribution of 

the vibrational frequencies of the bath is specified by an Ohmic spectral 
density Jm(ω) = ηωexp(−ω/ωc). To study the vibrational coherence, we 
include an underdamped mode in the spectral density that generates 
the total spectral density J(ω)=ηωexp(−ω∕ωc)+

4Sγvibω
3
vib
ω

(ω2−ω2
vib
)2+4γ2

vib
ω2 . 

Here, η and ωc are the damping strength and the cutoff frequency of 
the Ohmic spectral density, respectively. S, ωvib and γ−1

vib
 are the 

Huang- Rhys factor, the vibrational frequency, and the vibrational 
relaxation time of the underdamped mode, respectively.

Hs=
∑

m,n
t
e

mn
ê
†

m
ên+

∑
m,n

t
h

mn
ĥ
†

m
ĥn+

m≠n∑

m,n

W
d

mn
ê
†

m
ĥ
†

m
ĥnên

+
∑

m,n
V

eh

mn
ê
†

m
ĥ
†

n
ĥnêm+

1

2

m≠n∑

m,n

V
e

mn
ê
†

m
ê
†

n
ênêm+

1

2

m≠n∑

m,n

V
h

mn
ĥ
†

m
ĥ
†

n
ĥnĥm+

1

4

k≠m∑

k,m

l≠n∑

l,n

Kkl,mnê
†

k
ĥ
†

l
ê
†

m
ĥ
†

n
êmĥl êk

(3)

(4)
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The nonequilibrium dynamics of the system- bath model is cal-
culated by a modified Redfield quantum master equation, the details 
of which are described in the Supplementary Text. The linear response 
theory is used to calculate the absorption spectrum of the RC complex

where ρg = ∣g〉〈g∣ and a δ- shaped laser pulse is assumed. 〈·〉rot de-
notes the rotational average of the molecules with respect to the la-
ser direction. Moreover, the 2D electronic spectra are obtained by 
calculating the third- order response function

Here, τ is the delay time between the second and the first pulse, 
T (the so- called waiting time) is the delay time between the third 
and the second pulse, and t is the detection time. To evaluate 2D 
electronic spectra, we need the rephasing (RP) and non- rephasing 
(NR) contributions of the third- order response function, i.e., 
S(3)(t,T , τ) = S(3)

RP
(t,T , τ) + S(3)

NR
(t,T , τ) . Assuming the impulsive limit 

(the δ- shaped laser pulse), one obtains

The total 2D signal is the sum of the two, i.e., I(ωt, T, ωτ) = IRP(ωt, 
T, ωτ) + INR(ωt, T, ωτ).

The model parameters of the site energies and electronic couplings 
are directly taken from (9). The strengths of the electronic couplings 
are taken without further change but the site energies are refined 
during a simultaneous fit to the absorption of the PSII RC complex 
at different temperatures. The final versions of the site energies are 
very close to the version reported in (28, 30), and they are presented 
in the Supplementary Text. The reorganization energy has been 
fixed by fitting to the absorption spectra at different temperature. 
The unique set of η and ωc (Ohmic spectral density) is refined by 
fitting to the experimental anti- diagonal bandwidth of the main 
peak in the 2D spectra (at T = 0 fs), and the detailed comparison is 
shown in the Supplementary Text.
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